Spatial Plan Map Released
• Almost all the Wetar copper project area is now non-forestry land
• Meron prospect is also rezoned non-forestry
As announced by Finders Resources Limited (“Finders”) on 17 December 2013 the new
spatial plan for Maluku province has been completed.
Finders has released a more
detailed map of the new spatial plan boundaries overlaying the boundaries of the existing
forestry permit and other areas of interest to the Wetar copper project.
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As advised on 17 December, the spatial plan rezones the entire Kali Kuning ore reserve
and processing area and all but 4 hectares of the Lerokis ore reserve as non-forestry
which will allow Finders significantly more flexibility in developing and operating the
project such as increased waste dump capacity and flexibility and improvements in the

production profile due to increased stacking area. The entire Meron prospect is also re-zoned which will remove
the need for a forestry permit for any exploration or mining programme.
The proposed government airstrip to the north-east of the Wetar Copper Project area is a newly planned
infrastructure project sponsored by the Province of Maluku under the auspices of a priority regional development
initiative. Timing for its construction is likely to be within the next 2 years and when completed the airstrip will be
available to service Finders’ operations on Wetar and would significantly improve the travel time to and from the
island.
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